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ABSTRACT

has attracted a lot of attention in the literature (e.g., [13,
22, 11, 1, 14, 31, 9]). However, existing solutions have a
number of shortcomings. Many solutions are designed for
two parties only, e.g., a client matching its set against a
server’s set [11, 33, 17, 18]. Moreover, most approaches [13,
14, 10, 25, 19, 9, 27] focus on a few operations and do not
provide a complete suite of composable set operations. Most
importantly, available solutions do not scale to the set sizes
required in many practical scenarios. From the few protocols
that have been actually implemented, the fastest set union
takes 25 hours to aggregate 10 sets with 400 elements [28].
For set intersection, aggregation of only two sets with 65,000
elements still requires 20 minutes [20].

Private set operations allow correlation of sensitive data
from multiple data owners. Although intensely researched,
current solutions still exhibit limited scalability in terms of
the supported maximum set size and number of sets. To
address these issues, we propose a new approach to private set operations based on a combination of efficient secure multiparty computation and bloom filters, a spaceefficient probabilistic data structure for set representation.
We design, implement and evaluate protocols for counting
and non-counting set intersection, set union, threshold set
union, weighted set intersection, and set cardinality estimation. Evaluation in realistic settings shows that our protocols are between twenty times and several orders of magnitudes faster than the state-of-the-art.

In this paper we design and implement a suite of private set
operations that have short running times even with large
sets and many parties. Our approach combines generic secure multiparty computation (MPC) with bloom filters [3,
4]. A bloom filter is a space-efficient data structure for representing sets that allows to perform set membership checks
and to estimate the size of a represented set [26]. The MPC
aggregation of bloom filters, either for set union or intersection, is computationally very efficient. Although the use of
bloom filters introduces false positives (but no false negatives), the false-positive rate (FPR) decreases exponentially
with the bloom filter size. Given the substantial performance improvements, we consider a small FPR acceptable
for many applications. Network monitoring, in particular,
naturally requires sampling or probabilistic methods to keep
up with large traffic volumes (e.g., [12]).

Keywords
secure multiparty computation, set operations, bloom filters,
privacy, collaboration

1.

INTRODUCTION

Private set operations address the difficult problem of correlating sensitive information from different data owners.
Possible application scenarios are very diverse, including,
for instance, airlines checking passengers against a private
no-fly list or credit card companies interested in finding a
common list of customers likely to default without revealing their entire customer base. Recently, privacy-preserving
data correlation has also been applied successfully to network security [6, 30, 21, 34]. In fact, set operations support
many use cases in network security. For instance, distributed
blacklists can be built from set union operations; set intersection allows the identification of common attackers and
alerts; and sudden changes in the cardinality of active port
or IP address sets are indicative for network anomalies and
ongoing attacks [24]. While the underlying network data
are often sensitive and subject to data protection legislation, they are also voluminous and correlation results must
be available promptly in order to be useful. Internet-scale
aggregation, in particular, poses new challenges to private
set operations in terms of scalability. Potentially, millions
of elements must be correlated across hundreds of sites contributing data within few minutes.

We implement our set operations using the SEPIA library [7].
We chose SEPIA because it is optimized for large numbers
of parallel operations and it has been recently shown to outperform similar frameworks. SEPIA is based on Shamir’s
secret sharing scheme [32] and supports private addition,
multiplication, and comparison operations on shared secrets.
Furthermore, it supports two roles: Input peers only provide
input data to the computation process while privacy peers
perform the computation. This allows supporting a large
number of data providers without enlarging the set of computation nodes. SEPIA is secure in the honest-but-curious
adversary model, i.e., computation is safe as long as the majority of privacy peers is honest.
We implement and evaluate protocols for counting and non-

Up to today, the problem of building private set operations
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counting set intersection, set union, threshold set union,
weighted set intersection, and set cardinality estimation. As
an example, union and intersection of 25 sets with 100,000
elements each, 9 computation nodes, and an FPR of 0.65%,
requires only 75 seconds with our protocols. Remarkably,
for union and intersection of many sets, the communication
complexity is logarithmic in the number of input sets, while
in other works it is at least linear (e.g. [22, 14, 25, 19, 8,
27]). Hence, large numbers of sets are easily supported. This
greatly improves over current work and enables practical applications of private set operations in many domains.

can help reduce the running time of protocols as we show in
Section 8.
The protocols we introduce in this paper are compositions
of additions and multiplications (comparisons are also compositions of additions and multiplications). Therefore they
have the same security properties with the basic operations,
which have been shown to be correct and information-theoretically secure [2].
Bloom Filters: We use the bloom filter data structure [3]
to represent sets. A bloom filter for representing a set S =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xr } of r elements is an array BF of s bits initially set to 0. We use the notation BF (u) to refer to the
position u in the bloom filter BF . The bloom filter uses
k independent hash functions h1 , . . . , hk with range 1, . . . , s.
For each element x ∈ S, the bits at positions hi (x) are set to
1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. To check whether an element y is a member
of S, we simply test if BF (hi (y)) equals 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
As long as the bloom filter is not saturated, i.e., s is chosen
sufficiently large to represent all elements, the total number
of non-zero positions allows to accurately estimate |S| [26].
Counting Bloom Filters (CBF) are a generalization of bloom
filters, which use integer arrays instead of bit arrays. Thus,
CBFs allow to represent multisets, in which each element can
be represented more than once. When inserting elements, if
a position hi (x) already has a count that is smaller than the
one of x it is replaced by x’s count. The count of an element
in a CBF is retrieved by taking the minimum count of all
positions an element hashes to.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
following section provides background on MPC and bloom
filters. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the set intersection and
union operations. These basic operations serve as building blocks for the set cardinality, threshold set union and
weighted set intersection operations presented in Sections 5
through 7. Section 8 improves the scalability of our protocols with respect to the number of participants, before we
evaluate them in detail in Section 9. The paper discusses
related work in Section 10 and is concluded in Section 11.

2.

PRELIMINARIES

In this section we first introduce the SEPIA library and then
provide a short overview of bloom filters. A summary of the
notation, terminology and variables used is given in Tables 1
and 2.
Secure Multiparty Computation: The SEPIA library
supports two basic roles: input peers (IN) and privacy peers
(PP). The IPs are parties that want to correlate their private
data. The PPs help the IPs by performing private computations on shared secrets. The level of privacy and the running
time of basic MPC operations scale with the number of PPs.
More PPs increase security but reduce performance and vice
versa. Hence, the separation into IPs and PPs allows to tune
the privacy-performance tradeoff independently of the number of participants with input data. In practice, a PP can
be hosted together with an IP in the same network.

Bloom filters introduce false positives, i.e., an element might
seem present although it was never inserted. By increasing
the size of the array this probability can be decreased for
the price of increased space (and communication as we shall
see later on) requirements. The FPR of a bloom filter is [4]:
«kr !k
„
1
(1)
FPR = 1 − 1 −
s
where s is the size of the bloom filter, k the number of hash
functions and r the number of inserted elements. For CBFs,
the probability that an element appears more often than it
was inserted is also given by Equation 1.

SEPIA uses Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [32]. In order to
share a secret in Shamir’s scheme, a random polynomial over
a prime field is generated and the secret shares correspond
to different points on the polynomial. A secret is reconstructed from shares by interpolating the polynomial, e.g.,
using Lagrange interpolation. Private addition of secrets is
done by simply adding the corresponding shares of a privacy peer. Private multiplication requires an intermediate
step of synchronization and information exchange between
the privacy peers [2, 16]. This also involves local computation that is more complex than for addition. Therefore to
design efficient protocols it is desirable to reduce the number
of multiplications. In Table 1 we introduce and describe the
notation and terminology of the basic MPC operations we
use. The equal and lessT han operations require much more
resources in terms of running time and network bandwidth
than the basic addition and multiplication operations. The
required number of multiplications is logarithmic in the field
size. To give an example, in a LAN setting with 5 PPs it
is possible to perform 80,000 multiplications, 2,000 equality
comparisons or 90 less-than comparisons per second. However, when the comparison operations are used wisely, they

The number of hash functions should be set according to the
formula k = ln(2) · r/s derived in [4] to minimize the FPR
for given s and r. A general rule of thumb is to set the size
to s = 5r · (− log10 (F P R)). As an example, if we want to
store 105 elements with an FPR of 10−3 , the size s should
be 1.5 · 106 . For an FPR of 10−4 , the number of required
positions is only increased by 33% to s = 2 · 106 .
Note that while bloom filters allow to efficiently evaluating membership queries, they cannot be used to enumerate
the represented set elements. This is not a concern when a
bloom filter is used to check online, for example in a network intrusion detection system, if the elements of a stream
belong to a set.

3.

SET INTERSECTION

In order to intersect their sets, each input peer i first locally
computes a binary BFi or a counting CFi bloom filter, repre2

Syntax
share(s)

Output
[s]

reconstruct([s])

s

[a] + [b], [a] + b

[a + b]

[a] ∗ [b], [a] ∗ b

[a ∗ b]

equal([a], [b]),
equal([a], b)

if (a == b) then
[1] else [0]

lessT han([a], [b]),
lessT han([a], b)

if (a < b) then [1]
else [0]

Description
A secret value s held by an IP is split up in m
shares si . Each si is then distributed to PP i. The
ensemble of all distributed shares {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm }
is called a sharing of s and denoted by [s].
The individual shares of a sharing [s] are combined
to reconstruct the secret value s.
Adds two sharings (or a sharing and a public
value) to get a sharing of the sum. This also includes subtraction (’-’).
Multiplies two sharings (or a sharing and a public
value) to get a sharing of the product.
Two sharings (or a sharing and a public value)
are compared for equality. The output remains
secret.
Two sharings (or a sharing and a public value) are
compared for size. The output remains secret.

Table 1: Notation and terminology for basic MPC operations.
n
m
s
k
r
p
l
BF
CF

the number of input peers with a set each
the number of privacy peers
size of the bloom filter (i.e., number of positions)
number of hash functions per element
number of inserted distinct elements
the field size used in secret sharing
the required number dlog2 (p)e of bits to represent p
a binary bloom filter
a counting bloom filter

min([a], [b]) :=[a] ∗ lessT han([a], [b])+
[b] ∗ (1 − lessT han([a], [b]))
Rather than computing the minimum operations sequentially as shown in Equation 3, we compare the n input numbers in a tree-like fashion, which enables to parallelize minimum operations.
The aggregate binary bloom filter has a slightly higher FPR
than a bloom filter that would be constructed directly from
the final intersection set. Intuitively, bits in the input bloom
filters BFi set to 1 by elements that are not part of the final
intersection can survive in the aggregate bloom filter BF∧
due to collisions with bits from other elements.

Table 2: Summary of main variables.

senting its input set. Each array position of the bloom filter
is then shared among the privacy peers. The privacy peers
then compute the bloom filter representing the intersection
set position-wise. For binary bloom filters, they perform the
logical AND for all positions u with 1 ≤ u ≤ s:

[BF∧ (u)] := [BF1 (u)] ∧ [BF2 (u)] ∧ . . . ∧ [BFn (u)].

In the case of counting bloom filters the count retrieved for
an element x is overestimated if all its positions hi (x) collide
with elements having a higher count. We provide a detailed
analysis of the FPR in bloom filters representing intersected
sets in Section 5.2. For both binary and counting bloom
filters, the FPR of BF∧ or CF∧ is lower than the FPR in
any input bloom filter (BFi and CFi ). Therefore, if the
bloom filters are dimensioned so that the FPR is acceptable
for representing the input sets, then FPR is also acceptable
for the intersection.

(2)

We can implement a private logical AND simply with a private multiplication: [Bit1 ∧ Bit2] = [Bit1] ∗ [Bit2]. All
positions of [BF∧ ] are then reconstructed and are sent back
to the input peers, unless they are used for further private
computations as part of the protocols in the following sections, in which case they remain secret.

4.

For the multiset case the privacy peers perform the following
computation:
[CF∧ (u)] := min(min(min([CF1 (u)], [CF2 (u)]),
[CF3 (u)]), . . . , [CFn (u)])

SET UNION

The computation of set union is similar to the computation
of set intersection. First, the input peers compute the binary
bloom filters BFi representing their sets and share them
among the privacy peers. The privacy peers then compute
the bloom filter representing the unified set for all u with
1 ≤ u ≤ s as follows:

(3)

[BF∨ (u)] := [BF1 (u)] ∨ [BF2 (u)] ∨ . . . ∨ [BFn (u)]
Again the minimum is computed position-wise over all bloom
filter positions. We compute the minimum of two secret
sharings [a] and [b] using SEPIA’s lessT han operation as
follows:

(4)

We compute the logical OR (∨) using a private addition and
a private multiplication operation:
[Bit1 ∨ Bit2] := [Bit1] + [Bit2] − [Bit1] ∗ [Bit2].
3

5.2

In the end, the items of [BF∨ ] are reconstructed and sent to
the input peers, unless they are used for further computations, in which case they remain secret.
For the multiset case, we use simply an addition instead of
the OR operation:
[CF∨ (u)] := [CF1 (u)] + [CF2 (u)] + . . . + [CFn (u)]

(5)

Unlike the set intersection operation, the set union does not
affect the FPR. That is, the FPR of BF∨ or of CF∨ is equal
to the FPR of a bloom filter that is constructed from the
final union directly:
F P R∨ =

5.

„
«krn !k
1
1− 1−
s

The work by Papapetrou et al. [26] provides equations to
estimate the set cardinality of the intersection of two binary
bloom filters. We extend the calculation to an arbitrary
number n of intersected sets. Let BF∧ be the intersection
computed with the sets represented by bloom filters while
BF∩ denotes the intersection computed from the exact sets.
Furthermore, we define SETBF to be the set of array indices
of true bits in BF . The set SETBF∧ is a superset of the set
SETBF∩ . Then, e = |SETBF∧ | − |SETBF∩ | is the number
of false bits. The probability that a bit is set in all sets
SETBFi \SETBF∩ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and therefore is a false bit
in SETBF∧ is:

(6)

SET CARDINALITY

The number of true bits in a binary bloom filter is [26]:
„
«kr !
1
BF (u) = τ ≈ τ̂ (r) = s 1 − 1 −
s
u=1
s
X

Cardinality of Intersection

Private set cardinality for intersection operations is more
complex. For bloom filters resulting from intersection operations we cannot directly use the equations above to estimate the cardinality of the intersection, because an aggregate bloom filter after a position-wise AND may contain
additional falsely set bits that do not correspond to elements
of the intersection. We call these false bits due to aggregation. In the following we describe for the case of binary
bloom filters how to estimate the number of false bits and
the cardinality of the intersection.

(7)

P (BF∧ (u) = ¬BF∩ (u)) =
By denoting the estimate of the number of inserted elements
r as r̂ and solving the equation for it we get:
r ≈ r̂(τ ) =

ln(1 − τs )
k ln(1 − 1s )

=

(10)

Let τ∩ = |SETBF∩ |, τ∧ = |SETBF∧ |, and τˆ∧ = τ∩ +ê. Then,
an estimate of e is ê = (s − τ∩ ) ∗ P (BF∧ (u) = ¬BF∩ (u)).
We replace all τi with a fixed τq (to be determined later on),
which leads to the equation:
The problem with this estimate is that each input peer only
knows the cardinality of his input set. Therefore

(9)

τˆ∧ = τ∩ +

Observe that to estimate the set cardinality of a bloom filter
or of a counting bloom filter using the last two equations, it
is necessary to first sum the values (bits or integers) in the
array of a filter.

5.1

n
Y
τi − τ∩
s − τ∩
i=1

(8)

For counting bloom filters we can compute the number of
elements inserted exactly, assuming that there was no overflow during the insertion phase, with the equation:
τ
r=
k

n
Y
|SETBFi | − |SETBF∩ |
s − |SETBF∩ |
i=1

(τq − τ∩ )n
(s − τ∩ )n−1

(11)

Inserting 7 we get:
«kr∩
„
1
τˆ∧ (r∩ , τq ) = s − s 1 −
+
s
!
„
«kr∩ 1−n
„
«kr∩ !!n
1
1
s 1−
τq − s 1 − 1 −
(12)
s
s

Cardinality of Union

Private set cardinality for union operations is straightforward. We first compute the union of input bloom filters as
discussed in Section 4, but instead of reconstructing the aggregate bloom filter, we compute the sum of the values in
a filter array using SEPIA’s private addition protocol. We
then reconstruct the sum from which input peers compute
the cardinality of the union of their private input sets using
Equations 8 and 9 in the case of binary and counting bloom
filters, respectively. One could also compute Equations 8
and 9 in MPC and reconstruct the cardinality instead of the
sum. However, computing logarithms in MPC or dividing
in MPC using algebraic circuits is not trivial. In addition,
since the sum can be directly computed from the set cardinality, disclosing the former does not reveal any additional
information.

From the last equation we cannot derive a closed form for
rˆ∩ (τ∧ , τq ) . However, we can use numerical methods to find
a rˆ∩ s.t. f (r∩ ; τ∧ , τq ) = τˆ∧ (r∩ , τq ) − τ∧ = 0. As the above
function is monotone we use Newton’s Method to find rˆ∩ . In
our experiments, Newton’s Method had negligible overhead
compared to MPC.
We tested the above formula with different numbers of input sets, distributions of elements and choices of τq . We
evaluated selecting τq as the lowest number of true bits in
any input set, as the average number of true bits, and as
4

the number of true bits in the intersection filter. In our
experiments we observed that the error of the estimate decreases quickly as the number of input sets increases, independently of the distribution of elements and of the choice
of τq . In most cases, the average number of true bits of all
input sets performed well. Computing this value in MPC is
fast and does not disclose any additional information. The
interpolation can then be done by the input peers locally.
Alternatively the input peers could also use the number of
true bits of their own input sets without disclosing any additional information. We leave for future work the derivation
of a formal bound on the precision of τq .

6.

seconds. Moreover, the computation time of the event correlation protocol scales quadratically with the number of
elements.
Using the protocols we introduced in the previous sections,
we build a much more efficient protocol for weighted set
intersection. Each input peer has a set of tuples, where each
tuple has a key ki and an integer weight wi . The weighted
set intersection contains the keys that appear in at least tc
different sets and that have an aggregate weight of at least
tw :

THRESHOLD SET UNION

8 ˛
9
˛
>
>
>
>
< ˛˛ X
=
^ X
˛
W SI = ki ˛
1 ≥ tc
wj ≥ tw
>
>
>
>
j
: ˛˛ j
;
kj =ki
kj =ki

Let CF∨ be the union of the counting bloom filters CF1 , ...,
CFn as described in Section 4. Given a threshold d we want
to compute the elements that occur at least d times in the
union. This threshold set union can be computed as:
[CFT U (u)] = T hresholdU nion([CF1 (u)], . . . , [CFn (u)], d)
= 1 − lessT han([CF∨ (u)], d)
(13)

The input sets can be represented by two bloom filters. The
key filter is a counting bloom filter created by inserting each
key with count 1. The weight filter is a counting bloom filter
into which each key is inserted with its weight as count.
The weighted set intersection protocol proceeds with the
following steps:

where the private lessT han operation is computed positionwise over 1 ≤ u ≤ s. Based on this, a threshold set union
with counts reconstructed can be computed using a private
multiplication operation as:
[CFT U C (u)] = [CFT U (u)] ∗ [CF∨ (u)]

(14)

1. Each IP i creates a bloom filter for keys CF Ki and a
counting bloom filter for weights CF Wi .

This second threshold set union operation maintains the
counts of the elements that are in the threshold union. It
computes what was defined as Private Over-Threshold SetUnion in [22]. Unless [CFT U ] or [CFT U C ] are used for further computations and shall remain secret, the positions are
reconstructed and sent to the input peers.

2. Each IP shares CF Ki (u) and CF Wi (u), where 1 ≤
u ≤ s, among the privacy peers.
3. The privacy peers compute the threshold set union of
the key filters:
CF KT U (u) = T hresholdU nion(CF K1 (u), . . . ,
CF Kn (u), tc )

Threshold set union operations may introduce falsely set bits
(in CFT U ) or counters (in CFT U C ) similarly to the set union
operation discussed in Section 4. But unlike in the multiset
union the bits or counts are only falsely set if the count is
above the threshold. Therefore the probability is lower than
the FPR of multiset union.

7.

(15)

and of the weight filters:
CF WT U (u) = T hresholdU nion(CF W1 (u), . . . ,
CF Wn (u), tw )
For the weight filters, instead of the standard T hresholdU nion (Equation 13) we can also use Equation 14
to reconstruct the aggregate weights of the elements in
the weighted set intersection.

WEIGHTED SET INTERSECTION

The threshold set union allows filtering elements by a threshold on their count. In certain scenarios, however, it is useful
to also have a threshold on the number of sets that contain
a certain element. For instance, when correlating security
alerts across different sites, the participants might not be
interested in events that are restricted to a single site. They
might agree on a disclosure policy that only reconstructs
elements, which have an aggregate count above a certain
threshold and are visible on a minimum number of sites.
That is, we are looking for a protocol that supports two
thresholds. The weighted set intersection protocol finds the
elements that are contained in at least tc sets and that have
an aggregate count of at least tw .

4. The privacy peers compute CBFW SI (u) = CF KT U (u)
∗CF WT U (u) and reconstruct the result.
This protocol nicely demonstrates a key benefit of our approach. Since all set operations are built with standard
MPC operations, it is possible to combine set operations
with generic MPC operations and build powerful composite
protocols.

8.

A deterministic weighted set intersection protocol was introduced in [7], called event correlation protocol. However,
the event correlation protocol has limited scalability regarding the number of elements (or equivalently events) per input peer. In particular, correlating 25 sets with only 30
elements per set and 9 PPs takes already more than 200

SCALING TO LARGE NUMBERS
OF SETS

For the operations on binary bloom filters introduced in the
previous sections it is often necessary to compute the AND
(∧) and OR (∨) of many values. With n input sets, these operations require n − 1 MPC multiplications per bloom filter
5

many practical scenarios the running time is upper-bounded
by a few minutes, we select s = 220 = 1, 048, 576 for the binary bloom filter of union and intersection operations. The
protocols for weighted set and multiset intersection require
lessT han comparisons, which are much more costly than
basic addition and multiplication operations [7]. We select
a size of s = 214 = 16, 384 for the counting bloom filters
of these protocols. We set the number of hash functions to
k = ln(2) · r/s as suggested in [4]. The bloom filter size s
determines the number of supported elements and the corresponding FPR (Equation (1)). As an example, we provide
the FPR with 100,000 and 1,500 inserted elements in Table 4. For each configuration, the protocols were run 10
times. The error bars in the plots show the standard deviation of the running time.

position. MPC multiplications require the PPs to synchronize intermediate values and hence are much more costly
than MPC additions, which only require local computation
by the PPs.
Fortunately, the number of expensive multiplications can
be reduced for large n. The optimized operations use a
combination of additions and an equality operation. Let
l = dlog2 (p)e be the number of bits required to represent
p and q ≤ l be the number of bits set to 1 in the binary
representation of the group order p. The equality operation
requires l + q − 2 multiplications [7]. Therefore if l + q −
2 < n − 1 we use the more efficient operations described by
Equations 16 and 17.

f astAN D(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) := Equal

n
X

Setup: Our evaluation experiments were run on systems
with two AMD Opteron 2218 Dualcore 2.6GHz CPUs and
8 GB RAM that were running Debian and were interconnected by a 1 Gb/s LAN. The Java version used was OpenJDK Runtime Environment (IcedTea6 1.8.7) (6b18-1.8.7-2
squeeze1) and OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM (build 14.0-b16,
mixed mode). Each input and privacy peer was run on a
separate system. In wide-area network (WAN) settings with
lower network bandwidth the protocols will, of course, run
slower. The influence of lower network speeds on the performance of the basic operations of SEPIA was measured in
[5]. For the bottleneck multiplication operation, the share
of total running time used for communication is 21% with
1Gb/s connections. With 100Mb/s connections, the share
of communication time goes up to 32%. Thus, the major
part of running time is due to local computation and does
not significantly depend on link speeds.

!
1 − xi , 0

(16)

i=1

f astOR(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) := 1 − Equal

n
X

!
xi , 0

(17)

i=1

These operations have the big advantage that their running
time mostly depends on the speed of the equal operation
which depends only on the choice of the group order p. The
group order p has to be chosen s.t. p > max(m + 1, n − 1).
When l + q − 2 < n − 1 the running time of the operations
only depends logarithmically on the number n of sets. The
additions and subtractions can be done locally and the time
required for that is negligible. In addition, given a fixed
group order p, which is the case in practice, the running time
of the operations is constant in the number of sets. Finally,
note that since l, q, and n are known in the beginning of a
computation, we can automatically select the faster protocol
for AND and OR operations.

9.1

With these optimizations the protocols’ multiplication requirements are listed in Table 3.

9.

Set Intersection

As shown in Fig. 1, the average running time of the binary
set intersection with 10 input peers is larger than with 5
input peers, while for n > 10 the running time is almost
constant. The reason for this change is that for n > 10,
the fastAND is automatically used. We do not observe a
logarithmic scaling behavior in the number of sets as we use
a fixed field size p for all configurations. Therefore as discussed in Section 8, the cost for intersecting additional sets
with the fastAND is negligible. For the multiset intersection, the average total running time and bandwidth usage
always depends linearly on the number of input peers. As
shown in Fig. 1 and Table 4 the binary set version is much
faster than the multiset version.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the performance of our set operations. We measure the average total protocol running time,
the volume of transmitted data, and the memory usage. The
CPU time is the total time it takes a privacy peer to process
the received data and prepare the data to be sent. Communication time is the total time it takes a privacy peer to send
and receive data. We do not evaluate the threshold set union
protocol separately as the weighted set intersection protocol
runs the former twice and therefore it reflects its performance accurately. The set cardinality protocols were not
evaluated as the computation time is practically negligible.
Compared to set intersection and union, our set cardinality
protocols require only an addition and local computation,
which is practically negligible.

Comparing the performance of our protocols to related work
requires scaling down our parameters. For instance, if we
take our performance results for 5 sets with 100,000 elements
and 3 privacy peers and scale it down to two sets of 5000
elements, which corresponds to the currently fastest implementation [11], our implementation is about twenty times
faster.

9.2

Parameters: We vary the number of input peers between
5 and 25 and the number of privacy peers between 3 and 9.
Recall that the number of input peers n is equal to the number of input sets. The computation complexity of our protocols is linear with the bloom filter size. Assuming that in

Set Union

Fig. 2 shows how the CPU running time scales with n and m
for the binary (left) and the multiset (right) union. The scaling behavior of the running time of the set union protocol
is similar to the set intersection protocol. For the multiset
union, there is no distinctive dependency on either the num6

Operation
Intersection
Union
Cardinality
Threshold Set
Union
Weighted Set
Intersection

Sets
(n − 1) ∗ s if l + q − 2 ≥ n − 1
O(log2 (n) ∗ s) if l + q − 2 < n − 1
(n − 1) ∗ s if l + q − 2 ≥ n − 1
O(log2 (n) ∗ s) if l + q − 2 < n − 1
1
-

Multisets
O((n − 1) ∗ l ∗ s)
0
1
s ∗ l without counts
s ∗ (l + 1) reconstructing counts
2 ∗ s ∗ l + s without counts
2∗(s∗l + s) reconstructing counts

-

Table 3: Required multiplications for our set operations.
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Figure 1: Average total set intersection protocol running time for binary bloom filter with size of 1,048,576
(left) and for multisets (right) with a filter size of 16,384. (PP = Privacy Peer).
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ber of input or privacy peers. This comes from the fact that
the multiset union only applies MPC addition, which is a
very cheap local operation and does not require communication (besides the initial sharing and the final reconstruction). The curve for the communication time (not shown)
for the binary union has the same shape with the curve for
the CPU time. The communication time for mutliset union
was always almost constant in our experiments close to two
seconds.

Weighted Set Intersection

Fig. 3 shows the average total running time of the weighted
set intersection protocol (left) and the event correlation protocol (right) presented in [7]. The event correlation protocol
uses sets of size 30, while the weighted set intersection protocol uses bloom filters of size 16,384, which can represent
much larger sets, for example, of 1,500 elements with a 0.5%
FPR.
The total as well as the average CPU and communication
time of our protocol are all approximately constant for varying numbers of input peers because the operation is essentially independent of the number of input peers. The number
of input peers only influences the traffic volume of input data
that has to be submitted to the privacy peers and the traffic
volume of results sent back. The event correlation protocol
in [7], which served as an inspiration for our weighted set
intersection protocol, scales quadratically both in the number of input peers and the set size. The running time of
our protocol is independent of the number of input peers n.
Furthermore, it only scales linearly with the set size.

Table 5 compares performance parameters of the set union
protocol in the binary and in the multiset case. Compared to
the corresponding statistics for the set intersection protocol
shown in Table 4, in the union protocol the multiset version
is faster than the binary version. Besides, the average total
running time, the CPU time, the communication time and
the traffic volume for binary bloom filters are very similar
to the corresponding numbers for the intersection protocols.
The fastest set union implementation we are aware of takes
25 hours to compute the union of 10 sets of 400 elements [28].
However, this implementation cannot compute the union of
sets as large as ours as the running time of their protocols
is quadratic in the number of sets and the set size. As our
protocol can process far more data in a much shorter time,
our set union is several orders of magnitude faster.

Table 6 compares the performance of the weighted set intersection protocol with and without reconstructing the weights.
As it can be seen from the numbers the effect of the reconstruction is almost negligible.
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Parameter
Bloom filter size
Field size
# Elements
False positive rate
Avg. runtime, 3 PP, 5 IP (CPU/Com/Total)
Avg. runtime, 9 PP, 25 IP (CPU/Com/Total)
Per PP traffic at 9 PP, 25 IP
Per IP traffic at 9 PP, 25 IP

Set intersection
1,048,576
101
100,000
0.65%
(4.4/4.5/19.0)s
(44.2/11.0/76.2)s
352.3 MB
26.9 MB

Multiset intersection
16,384
101
1500
0.5%
(11.2/9.1/30.7)s
(184.4/165.8/411.6)s
approx. 1 GB
approx. 1 MB

Table 4: Summary of main configuration and performance parameters for set and multiset intersection.
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Figure 2: Average CPU time for the execution of the set union protocol with binary (left) and counting
(right) bloom filters of size 1,048,576.
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RELATED WORK

which provides information-theoretic security, to compute
set intersection operations. However, the scaling behavior
of these schemes is moderate: The complexity is O(n3 ∗ r2 )
for [25] (with passive adversaries) and O(n ∗ r2 ) for [31]. In
contrast, the scaling behavior of our protocols is summarized
in Table 3.

Several works [22, 15, 19, 14, 18] describe set operations
based on encrypted polynomials. In this approach, set elements are represented by the roots of a polynomial. The
coefficients of all the polynomials are encrypted using a homomorphic encryption scheme. Due to the encryption these
operations guarantee only computational security. Certain
schemes allow for malicious players by incorporating zeroknowledge proofs [22, 14, 19, 18]. The performance of [15]
is shown in Table 7, where we illustrate the performance
of related implemented set operations as evaluated by their
authors. Cheon et al. [8] also use encryption and polynomials for set representation but with a twist. The authors
evaluate the polynomial at fixed points given by an index
set achieving a protocol that scales quasi-linearly in the set
size.

Besides, Lai et al. [23] propose to do set operations with sets
represented by bloom filters. But the privacy of the sets in
this work is only protected by the false positive rate of the
filter and by splitting up the filter into segments revealing
only one segment to each other player. This means that
privacy has to be bought with a reduction of precision and
t players will still learn t segments of each filter.
In [29] the authors describe GCR, an additive secret sharing
scheme and mention the potential use of bloom filters for
private set operations. However, the GCR scheme allows
only for the single case of union on counting bloom filters.

Furthermore, certain works [11, 9, 17] have developed interesting custom cryptographic protocols for secure set operations. De Cristofaro et al. [11, 9] describe protocols with
linear complexity to compute the intersection and the cardinality of the intersection of two sets. The performance
of these two protocols is shown in Table 7. Ye et al. [33]
use polynomials for set representation and combine secret
sharing with encryption to compute the union of two sets.
Another set of works [25, 31, 27] combine the polynomial
representation of sets with Shamir’s Secret Sharing scheme [32],
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In the Table 7 we summarize key configuration parameters
and results as reported by their authors from the evaluation
of related implemented set operations. We did not attempt
to scale the configuration parameters to a consistent scenario
as they use different techniques which scale differently. Our
protocols are much faster in some cases by several orders of
magnitude than previous set operations.

Parameter
Bloom filter size
Field size
# Elements
False positive rate
Avg. runtime at 3 PP, 5 IP (CPU/Com/Total)
Avg. runtime at 9 PP, 25 IP (CPU/Com/Total)
Per PP traffic at 9 PP, 25 IP
Per IP traffic at 9 PP, 25 IP

Set Union
1,048,576
101
100,000
0.65%
(4.5/4.3/19.1)s
(44.2/10.4/75.9)s
352.3 MB
26.9 MB

Multiset Union
1,048,576
1,107,296,257
100,000
0.65%
(0.8/1.4/12.9)s
(4.8/2.3/33.7)s
239.2 MB
56.2 MB

Table 5: Summary of main configuration and performance parameters for set and multiset union.
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Figure 3: Total time of the weighted set intersection protocol with a bloom-filter size of 16,384 (left) and of
the event correlation protocol of the USENIX 2010 paper [7] with sets of size 30 (right).
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In this work we designed, implemented and evaluated a
collection of fast and composable set operations providing
information-theoretic security based on Shamir’s Secret Sharing scheme. The operations were optimized to work efficiently for multiple parties and large sets. They can be
combined with generic MPC operations to build complex
composite protocols, as illustrated by our WSI protocol.
Remarkably, for union and intersection of many sets, the
communication complexity is logarithmic in the number of
input sets. Compared to prior works our set intersection implementation is about twenty times faster than the current
state-of-the-art and our set union implementation several
orders of magnitude.
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